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Abstract. The Bezout-Inequality, an afine version (not in&ding multiplicities) of the classical 
Bezout-Theorem is derived for applications in algebraic complexity theory. Upper hounds for 
the cardinality and number of sets definable by first order formulas over algebraically closed 
fields are given. This is used for fast quantifier elimination in algebraically closed fields. 
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1. introduction 
This work is a somewhat extended version of Heintz and Wiithrich [ 121 and 
Heintz [7,8]. The paper deals with quantifier elimination in algebraically closed 
fields (Section 4)’ and related definability problems from the point of view of 
complexity (Section 3). 
Fischer and Rabin [6] have shown that any decision procedure for the theory of 
algebraically closed fields of given characteristic is exponentially slow in the size 
of the input formula on some infinite set of formulas. The following adaptation of 
one aspect of their method shows tha; any quantifier elimination procedure needs 
space-and hence time-even doubly exponential on infinitely many formulas: 
Let A be an algebraically closed field, and let d > 1 not be divisible by the 
characteristic of A. For each I = 1,2, . . . we define inductively a first order formula 
@(XI, X2) in the language with ‘=’ and ‘exponentiation by d’ as the only nonlogical 
symbols, X1, X2 being variables. Let Qil(Xl , X2) be Xl: = X2. 
For given &(X1, X2) choose variables Y, Z1, 2’2 different from X1, X2, such that 
21 is free for X1 and 22 is free for X2 in @,(X1, X2). Let 4++,(X,, X2) be 
(3Y)(vz~)(vz*)(((z~ = Y AZ2-=x+@1 =x1 Az2= n)+@r(aZ2)L 
Proceeding economically, the formulas al(X1, X2), . . . , &(X1, X2), . . . can be 
defined using seven variables only, as one sees immediately. So we can code 
* This work is the author’s Ph.D. Thesis at the University of Ziirich. 
’ Section 4 was done working together with H.R. Wiithrich, Ziirich. See also Wiithrich [ZS]. 
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wxl, x2), . . . , @Mi y X2), . . . on a Turing-Machine tape such that the length of 
the @+(X1 , X2) depends only linearly on 1. 
@,(X1, X2) defines the graph of the map ~1: A* J’ with V/(X) = xdZ1 for x E 4. We 
have # (qt) -‘(I) = d” (where # is the cardinality symbols. Hence the subset of R 
defined by 4+(X,, 1) contains 8’ elements. 
So we have constructed a sequence of formulas (namely @1(&, 11,. l . , 
d+iXl, 11,. . .) such that the length of these formulas depends linear11 on I and 
such that the Ith formula defines a subset of r& of cardinality d2’. As it can easily 
be seen, any quanti~er frez description of such a set needs space O(d”) on a 
Turing-Machine tape, a standard encoding of the language of R assumed. Thus 
quantifier elimination in R’ needs space double exponential in the length of the 
input formuias #l(Xl, l), . . . , @,(X1, 11, . . . . 
In Section 4 of this paper we show that conversely for algebraically closed fields 
of any characteristic there exists a quanti~er elimination method which runs in time 
double exponential in the size of the input formula. More precisely, our time bound 
is ~olyn~miaI in degree and maximum length of the coefficients of the polynomials 
appearing in the input formuta but double exponential in the number of variables 
of the input formula. A similar result for real closed fields has previously been 
obtained by Colfins [4]. (See aIso Monck [ 173, Solovay [23j and W~thrich [27].) 
Of course, their result implies ours in the case of characteristic zero. However their 
proofs do not extend to the case of prime characteristic. We remark that, although 
a double exponential time bound excludes practical applicability in general, several 
of the ideas involved in our algorithm seem to be of practical significance in special 
situations. However, important decision problems, although they can he reduced 
to quantifier elimination of algebraically closed fields, become much more tractable 
from the point of view of complexity using methods less general than quanti~~r 
elirninrrtion. (Compare Heintz and Sieveking [ 111.1 
C’losely related to fast quantifier elimination are questions of the following type: 
How large can a finite set be which is defined by a formula built up from a given 
set of polynomials‘? How many sets (finite or not) can be defined by a given set of 
p~~Iynomials u ing logical connectives (irlcluding q~lantifiers~‘~ 
Section 3 deals with questions of this kind. It turns out that the decisive parameters 
to answer these questions are the sum of the degrees of the polynomials, the total 
number of variables, and the number of b~~~~~ldcd variables appearing in the f~~rmuIas 
under consideration. 
ticutarly useful is ;I version of Rtxout's I’hcorem without multiplicities which WC 
call the Rezr,ut-Inequality. Although we ICW information about multiplicities, the 
F~~zoilt-lrlcquality has the rrdvantape that it holds without any restriction on the 
kind elf the interswtion. Morwvsr it allo~ls a relatively elementary proof, which 
we give in Section 2, since the ~ez~3ut-~neqtlality has Inany applications to algebraic 
complexity theory. C&X Strassen [24], where the Bezout Theorem in its classical 
form is used, Itkintz 17. 81. Hcintz and Schnorr 191, Heintz and Sieveking [ lOj, 
Schntvr I2()]. Strassen [Z_‘], f3aur and Strassen [a]. 1 
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2. The Bezout-Inequalil y 
In this part we intrcduce the notion of degree first for irreducible closed azld 
then for arbitrary constructible subsets of affine spaces and prove the Bezout- 
Inequality. 
We need some prerequisites from classical algebraic geometry and commutative 
algebra, which can be found in Mumford [18, Chapter I], or in Shafarevich [22, 
Chapter I], and, as concerning commutative algebra, in Atiyah and Macdonald [l]. 
We use the same terminology as these authors. For field theory we refer to van der 
Waerden [26] and Lang [lS]. 
The notion and elementary properties of degree of irreducible closed subsets of 
affine spaces are based on the following proposition. By lack of direct references 
to quote here, we give a proof of it, elementary in the sense that only dimension 
theory is used. 
Proposition 1. Let W be art afine variety of dimension m and <F : W + /I”’ a &vninat - 
irlg morphism (i.e. with Q ( W) = A” 1, where A”’ denotes the aif’ine space of dimerkon 
m. The field estertsiorl &A” ) c R( W) irtduced by Q is finite. Aswme it to be separable. 
Tlierr 
(i) #Q ‘(y J -c [R(W): k(A”‘>] for y E A”’ with finite fibre q -%); 
(ii) there is a uo~lempty opera U c A’” so that equality holds in (i ) for y E U. 
Proof. Assertion Ci), the harder to prove, follows easily from Shafarevich [22, 
Chapter II, # 6, Theorem 61, and Zariski’s Main Theorem (Iversen [ 14). Here we 
give an elementary proof avoiding Zariski’s Main Theorem. 
We show !i) by induction on IPI, dropping the assumption on separability of the 
field extension &A”‘) c R( W ). 
The case nl = 0 is obvious. 
So,letr~t~Oandy=ry~,..., )‘,,a ) E A” with finite fibre. We identify An’- * with 
the hyperplane 4”’ ’ x(2’,,,} of A”‘. This hyperplane A”’ ’ contains y. Furthermore, 
q ‘(A”’ ’ 1 is a hypersbrface of W containing Q -l(y). Hence, by the Dimension 
Theorem (Shafarevich [22, Chapter I, 9 6, Corollary 1 of Theorem S] or Mumford 
[ 18, Chap&. 1, 9 7, Theorem 27) all components of Q _ ‘(A”’ - ‘) have dimension nl - 1. 
LetCbeacomponentofQ~‘(A”’ ‘).WehavedimC=m-landQ(C)cA’“-‘. -- 
We consider the morphism Q,.:C+QCCP induced by Q on C. If Q(C) = A’” -’ 
we can applv the induction hypothesis on Qc.. So we have #Q ?y 1 n C = 
#&(y)~~[&C): &A”’ ‘,1 in this case. If qK)#A”‘ml we have dimQK’)< 
111 - 1 = dim C. 
By the theorem of fibres of a morphism (Mumford [l8, Chapter I, 9 8, Theorem 
21 or Shafarevich 122, Chapter I, 9 6, Theorem 71) the co.mponents of the Q~-fibres 
of points of Q(C) have dimension zdim C -dim Q(C) > 0. 
Therefore the Q-fibres of points of Q(C) are infinite. Since q ‘iy ) is finite, we 
have q ‘(y)rsC =fl in this case. 
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Let % :={C: C is a component of (p-‘(Am-‘) with q(C) =AmV1}. We have 
shown cp ‘(~)=UCW(P -‘(y)nC and #&(y)nC<[R(C): R(Am-‘)] for CEK 
So we have #cp -‘(y)&~,, [A(C): &A”-‘)I. 
To finish the proof of (i), it suffices to show 
c [R(C): &(A”-‘)] c [I(W): R(G’” )]. 
CEY: 
Let C E %. The diagram of affine varieties 





induces a diagram of coordinate rings 
R[A’” ] F’ fqw] 
1 3- 
R[ A”’ ‘1 -- R[C] 
. 
in which the top and the bottom morphisms are injective. (The injectivity follows 
from the fact that W + A? and C + A”’ ’ are dominating morphisms.) 
Let p .= (a; (7 E @V’], u does not vanish identically on A”’ - ‘}. TO simplify 
notations, we also write P for its images in the rings &[A”’ -‘I, k[W], and J[C]. 
P is in R[A’“] the complement of the prime ideal of functions of &[A’“] vanishing 
at every point of Xfl ‘. So it can easily be seen that P is in any of the rings R[A”‘]. 
k[A’,? ‘1, R[W], r6[C] a multiplicative closed set with 1 E P which does not contain 
zero. Hence the localizations of these rings by P can be embedded in their 
corresponding fields of fractions. 
The field extension R(A” * ) c .4(C) induced by the dominating morphism C --+ 
4”’ ’ is finite. So R(C) is a finite dimensional &(A”’ ?-algebra. 
The same morphism induces a ring homomorphism P ?[A” ‘I-, P- ‘R[C]. Note 
P ?[A”* ‘I= &(A”‘- ‘). So P‘ ‘&[C] is a 4(X” *)-subalgebra of R(C) and hence 
finite dimensional over &A”’ *). 
Any finite dimensional &(A”’ ‘)-algebra without zero divisors is a field. (This 
follows from Atiyah and Macdonald [ 1, Chapter 8, Ex. 3 and Prop. 8.11.) So 
P ‘k[C] is a subfield of k(C) containing R[C], whence P ‘R[C] = R(C). 
The inclusion map C c W induces a surjtic?ive ring homomorphism P -‘lc[ W] --, 
P ‘R[C] = R(C). Since its image is a tield, irs kernel must be a maximal ideal of 
P ‘R[W]. 
C has been chosen arbitrary from %-. Hence we have the same situation for each 
c E 5‘. So, by the Ch inese Remainder Theorem (Atiyah and Macdonald [ 1, Prop. 
1.1 O( ii I]), we obtain a surjective homomorphism f: P ‘,f[ U’] + (&c + &C j from the 
P ‘k[A”‘]-algebra P ‘&[ u’] onto the &A”‘ ‘j-algebra &‘I~, 4 R(C), 
It suffices to show that f maps elements of P.-‘R[ W] which are linearly dependent 
over P ‘R[A”‘] on elements of c@(-, +X R(C) which are linearly dcqendent over 
RcA”’ 9. 
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For then, we can choose in each R(C), C E %, a &A”-‘)-basis EC. 
The union E = U c~&‘~ of all these bases is a &(A”-‘)-linearly independent 
subset of ecEi6 A(C) with CCEq [R(C): R(G”-‘)I elements. 
We pick &ES [r(C): R(A” -* )] elements of P-‘R[ W], formislg a set F c P_lr6[ W], 
which is mapped by f on E. (This is possible since f is suriective.) F is a P-‘ACM*]- 
linearly independent set, for otherwise, f would map F on a &(A”-‘)-linearly 
dependent subset of @ cEq R(C), which is impossible, since f maps F one-to-one 
on E, and E is &A”-’ )-linearly indepekldent. 
Any PM‘ ?[A”]-linearly 
elements. So we have 
c [A(C): R(A” 
CE.y: 
dependent subset of P-l&[ W] has at most [d(W): &(A”)] 
‘)] = #F s [,f( W): &A”)]. 
Now we are going to show that the homomorphism f: P-‘R[ W]+ BcFq k(C) 
maps elements of P-l/[ W] which are linearly dependent over P -‘k’[A”‘] on elements 
of @cEs 4(C) which are linearly dependent over &(A”-‘). 
First note that P-‘&[A”] is a local ring with a principal maximal ideal ((2) with 
a E P-?[A”]. (This follows from the fact tiiat P-‘A[A”] = R[A”],, where b is the 
principal prime ideal of functions of RCA”] vanishing on the hyperplane A” -’ of A”‘.) 
Let 0 1, . . . , o, E P-l&[ W] be linearly dependent over P-‘r&[Am] with cy 1~~ + . 9 - + 
a.sgs=O, a],.. ., a, E P-‘R[A”] not all zero. After dividing the al,. . . , a, in the 
equation a 1 al + Q l 0 +a,a; = 0 by a suitable power of a, we may assume that not 
all of the a ],. . . , as are divisible by a in P-‘k[Am]. 
So let a 1 be not divisible by a. Then we have a 1 ti (a ), i.e. a 1 is a unit of P-*/[A”]. 
Consequently we have f(a 1) # 0 in f(a 1) l fial) + l l 9 +f(cyp) l f(a,) = 0. Since 
_f(al) ,...,f(a,) are in d’(A”-I), the f(crl), . . . , f(a,) are linearly dependent over 
&(A”’ -I ). This finishes the proof of (i). 
(ii) We choose U c A” open affine such that each element of #[WI is integral 
over R[U]. Furthermore we choose u E R[ W] such that R[ W] c r&[ U][o] and such 
that the discriminant of GT over R(U) is a unit of A[U]. (By van der Waerden [26, 
S 461 this is possible since the field extension &A” 1 c k( W) is separable algebraic.) 
Without loss of generality we may 
4[ WJ = 4[ W], = d[U][a]. We have Wg 
Let S be an indeterminate over A(U). 
in R”(U )), the minimal polynomial G(S) 
Nacdonald [ 1, Prop. 5. IS]). 
Let G = S” + a,1 ,S” ’ + - . l + a,,, ad 
[IQ W 1: R( A”’ I]. 
assume U = As for some g E k’[A’“]. So 
= cp-‘(U). 
Since R[U] is normal (i.e. integrally closed 
of u over A( U) is in k[U][S] (Atiyah and 
To each point II E U there corresponds a R-algebra homomorphisni & : d’[ U] -* R 
and to each R-algebra homomorphism J/: R[U][a] + A extending &, there corre- 
sponds a point w E W with cp (w ) = u. Furthermore the k-algebra r!omomorphisms 
#: R[U][cr]+ R extending rl/,, correspond to the zeroes or IL,,(G) := Sd + 
Atad 1)s” -’ + - . l + rL,,(ad. 
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Since by assumption on U, the discriminant of &(G) doesn’t vanish, q+,,(G) has 
exactly n distinct zeroes, so we have # cp -‘(u ) = d = [R( W): d’(Fb” )], whence (ii). El 
It is worthwhile to note that Proposition 1 remains true if we drop the assumption 
of separability, but replace in its statement ‘field degree’ by ‘separability degree’. 
Ftlrthermore, in Proposition 1, A”’ can be replaced by any smooth affine variety. 
Tbc proof then runs in a completely analogous way using the fact that the local 
ring of smooth points are factorial (Shafarevich [22, Chapter II, B 3, Theorem 21). 
The second part of the proof of (i) of Proposition 1 becomes essentially shorter 
using some elementary valuation theory (compare Lang [ 15, Chapter XII, 08 4, 5, 
61 and Atiyah and Macdonald [l, Chapter 51 and the fact that W is a variety. (The 
property of W to be a variety can be formulated in valuation theoretic terms, 
namely: local rings of different subvarieties of W cannot be extended to the same 
valuation ring of A( W), compare Mumford (18, Chapter I, B 6 and Chapter II, 
9 61.) To see this observe that P -‘k’[A’“] is the valuation ring of a discrete valuatiJ.7 
t: of R(A”) with residue class field k’(A “‘?. Each R(C), C E %‘, is contained in some 
residue class field of some valuation extending on A( W). To different C E % belong 
different valuation rings of J(W) since W is a variety. But by Lang [lS, Chapt :r 
XII, 6 6, Corollary 21 the sum of the degrees of the residue class fields of the 
valuations extending L’ on A(W) is bounded by [R( W): #(A’” )]. So wc finally have 
xc-&- (:[R(C): R(A”’ -‘,f s [k( W): &A”‘)]. 
We proceed to define the notion of degree by applying Proposition 1 in the 
following situation: 
Let V be a closed subvariety of A” with dim V = r. We associate to V the 
following morphism q : A”’ x V + A”’ x A”: we read A”’ as the variety of r x II- 
matrices over R, and we define q (G, s ) := (G, Gs) for G E A”‘, .V E V. Let (G, b) E 
A”’ x A’. Its fibre q -l(G, 6) corresponds to the intersection of V with r afIine 
hyperplanes of A” described by (G, h). 
Next we note that q is dominating. By Noether’s Normalization Lemma (Mum- 
ford [18, Chapter I, 9 11, Shafarevich [22, Chapter I, $5, Theorem 9)) there exists 
a linear map A” -+ A’ described by a r x n-matrix G such that the induced map 
A” + V is finite. Fixing any point h E A’, this means that there exist r affinc 
hyperplanes of A” described by (G, h) intersecting V in a nonempty finite set, 
Hence q ‘(G, h 1 is nonempty and finite, whence, by the theorem of fibres of a 
morphism (Mumford [18, Chapter I, ti 8, Theorem 21, Shafarevich [22, Chapter I, 
3 6, Theorem 71) dim A”’ x V --dim q(Ar” x l‘;‘i = 0. Finally we conclude that 
~(4”’ x V) = A”’ x A’, whence q is dominating. 
So q induces a field extension &A”’ Y A’) c R@“’ 4 \ ’ ). Since dim Ar” Y A’ -- 
dim A”’ x V this field extension is finite. 
The functions defined on an affine \ ariety which are restrictions of the projections 
of the ambient space of the variety are usually called the coordinate functions of 
the variety. 
Let i = 1, . . . , r and i = 1, . . . , H. 
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We arrange the coordinate functions of A’” in a r X n-matrix n = (7~). Let 
e=(e 1,. . . , 8”) be the n-tuple of the coordinate functions of V, and let 
5=(C1,**.9 J;) := He. cp maps the r last coordinate functions of A” x A’ on & , . . . , &, 
therefore we identify A(A” xA’) with R(A”)((L 
With these notations we have the; following. 
Lemma 1. (i) The field extension R(A’” x A’ ) c &A”’ x V) is separable algebraic. 
(ii) There is an open subvariety 0 of A’” such that the restriction of cp on 0 x V 
is a finite morphism 0 x V * 0 x Ii’. 
(iii) There are polynomials F,(& , . . . , i?,, Tl), . . . , F,, (21, . . . , Z,, T, i in the 
indeterminates 2, , . . . , Z,, Z,, Tt , . . . , Tn over A( A”‘) with degq Fi = deg 6. :- 0 such 
that Fi(& & ) = 0. 
Proof. (i) By the proof of Shafarevich 122, Chapter I, $3, Theorem 61 or by the 
proof of Lang [ 16, Chapter III, # 1, Theorem 1. l] we may assume without loss of 
generality that 6i, . . . , 8” are separable algebraic over 4 &, . . . , t9,). 
Hence there exist polynomials Pr+ItTI,. . . , Tr, T,J, . . . , P,(TI, . . . 9 Tr, T,,) in 
the indeterminates Tl , . . . , T, over R with (dP,+,/aT,,,)(&, . . . , 8,, Ijt+l) # 0,. . . , 
(aP,/aT,, )(e1,. l . 9 e,, e,)#O such that f,+&?,, . . . , e,, e,,.!) = 0,. . . , P,(&. . . .) 
&, 8,, 1 = 0. Expriming &, . . . .8, by &, . . . , & and &+ 1, . . . ,8,, we obtain from 
P r+l9.. . . R polynomials Q,t&&,...,ZJr+ I,.. .,T,) ,..., PA& ,..., zr 




n . . #O . 
aQ,, 
. . . r?T(5,er+l,-.en) , 
I1 
and Qr.I~~,e,~l,~.v,e,,)=O,...,Q,,(~,e,.l,..., $,, ) = 0, whence by Lang [ 15, 
Chapter X, 9 7, Proposition 81 first @,+l, . . . , O,, and then 8,) . . . ,8, are separable 
algebraic over &A’” )([ ). Since we identify I(&” )(C) with A( A”* x A’) we finally 
conclude that &A” b V) = A( A”‘)(H) is separable algebraic over &A’” X A’). 
(iii) implies (ii). therefore we show (iii). Since cp is dominating, 5, , . . . , Cr form a 
transcendence basis of &A” x V) over &(A” ). Hence there exist nonzero 
polynomials G~IZ~,...,Z,,T~),...,G,,(Z,,~.., Z,, T,,) in the indeterminates 
2,. . . . ,.Z,, T,, . . l . T,, over &A”’ ) such that G, (5.8, ) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , II. 
For the moment, fix j. Choose c E R such that 
degT,G,(Z1 +cT,, . . . ,Z,+cT,, T,) =deg Gj. 
Let GT be the image of Gi under the automorphism of !(A’“)[&, . . . , Z,, TJ 
which maps IQ;, . . . , T,, on 7~~~ +c, . . . , TT,, +C and leaves the other coordinate 
functions of A” and Z1, . . . 9 Z,, q fixed. 
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Similarly let 4” = (& . . . ,lF) be the image of 5 under the automorphism of 
A(A” x V) which maps rli,. . . , nrj on nlj +c, . . . , V,j +C and leaves the other 
coordinate functions of A”’ x V fixed. Applying this isomorphism on the expression 
Gi(&‘, @j) = 0, we conclude GT (l”, @j) = 0. 
Finally put F”(Z,, . . . , Zr, Tj) := GF(Zl kCTj,. . . ,Z, +CTj, q). Then we have 
deg+qFj =deg 6 > 0 and 
&(J+, 8j) = GT (J*, @j) = 0 
as we wanted. 0 
Remark 1. Lemma l(i) is a well-known theorem from algebraic geometry (compare 
Samuel [ 19, Chapter I, 8 8.3]), whereas (ii) is some version of the Noether Normaliz- 
ation Theorem (compare Lang [M, Chapter IX, 9 1, Theorem 1’1). 
As we have shown, cp: Am x V + Am x A’ is a dominating morphism of a 
(m + r )-dimensional aifine variety in the (m + r)-dimensoional affine space. Further- 
more, by Lemma l(i), the field extension &A”’ x A’) c &(A”’ + V) induced by 
cp is separable. 
So we can apply Proposition 1 to 9. This leads us to the following. 
Definiticm 1. Let V be a closed subvariety of A” with dim V = r. Then we write 
degm-V := [,(A"' x V): &(A”’ X A’)] 
=sup(#I&n- l nH,nV;H,,.. . , H, affine hyperplazcs 
of A” such that HI n l l 9 n H, n v is finite} 
=sup{#En V;Ean(pr - r)-dimensional affine subspace 
of A” such that E n V is finite]. 
We call deg,W the degree of V. 
Remark 2. (1) Proposition 1 (ii) suggests to extend the notion of degree to open 
subsets of closed subvarieties of A”. For almost all (n -+-dimensional atline 
subspaces of A” (described as elements of a nonempty open subset of A”’ x A’) 
intersect a given open subset of V in deg Apl V many points. Nevertheless, for our 
purposes it is convenient to extend the notion of degree on arbitrary constructible 
(i.e. Boolean combination of closed) subsets of A” : 
Let X c A” be constructible and % be the set of the components of x. We define 
(2) Let X c A” bc constructible and E an affine subspace of A”. Then 
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Proof of (2). Since E is an intersection of &LilAn E := II -dim E many hyper- 
planes, we may assume without loss of generality codim*n E = 1, i.e. E an affine 
hyperplane. Furthermore, we may assume without loss of generality that X is an 
irreducible closed subset of A”. We only have to consider the case where E intersects 
X properly, i.e. X g E. Let X n E = U lrgjss Ci be an irredundant decomposition of 
XnEinitreduciblecomponents.Fori=l,...,sputXi=Ci-U,,i<iC~.TheXi 
are nonempty, locally closed (and hence constructible) subvarieties of A” with 
dim Xi = dim Ci = dim X - 1 and de&m Xi = dean Ci. the Xi form a partition of 
X A E. By (1) of this remark, we can choose an affine subspace of A”, say F, with 
dimF=n-dimX+lsuchthat #XinF=degbnXi=degcpmCi,i=l,...,s.Then 
degAnXnE= z deg&nCi = C #XinF 
1-i-s I- i--s 
= #XnEnFsdegAnX 
by Proposition l(i). q 
(3) It can easily be verified that deg,a A” = 1, and that the degree of any hypersur- 
face of A” equals the degree of its defining polynomial. Degree is never zero. 
In general, it is clear from the context in which affine space the constructible set 
X is thought o be embedded. In these cases we do not ment’on the ambient space 
A”, and we simply write degX for the degree of X in A”. The notion of degree 
for constructible sets is invariant under affine linear isomorphisms of the ambient 
spaces, although it is not under isomorphisms in general. 
The following lemma says how degree behaves under afine linear maps. 
Lemma 2. Let q : A” + Ar’ be afine hear, X t A” cotzstructible. 
Then deg (o (X ) s deg X. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that X is an irreducible closed 
subset of A”. By Mumford [18, Chapter I, 9 8, Theorem 3(i), and Remark 2.11 we 
can choose a q(XLdimensiona1 affine subspace F of A” such that #q(X) n F = 
deg q (X ). 
Since q is affine linear E := 9 ‘(F) is an afline subspace of A”. Then we have by 
Remark 2( 2 I 
degq(X) = #e(X) 1 F -- # components 331 X n fi’ 
Next we want to give a Bezout-like estimate for the degree of the intersection 
of constructible subsets of atfine spaces. For this purpose we show the following. 
Proposition 2. Let X c A” and Y c A” be constructible. 
Thm deg X x Y = deg X l deg Y. 
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proof, Let x = U Vi and F = U Wi be the decompositions of 2 and P into their 
irreducible components vi and W’i- 
We have X x Y = X x F, and so the Vi X Wi are the components of X X Y. 
Hence deg X x Y = Ci,j deg Vi X Wj, and Proposition 2 fOlIows if we can show 
deg Vi X Wj = deg Vi l deg Wi. 
SO we may assume without loss of generality that X and Y are irreducible closed 
subsets of A” and A” respectively with dim X = r and dim Y = s. 
We embed An”+s” into A’r+s)(m+“), reading A’““” as the variety of (r +S)X 
(m + n)-matrices with zeroes in the left bottom and the right top corner s x m- and 
I X n-rectangles. 
Let A’“+“” xX x Y ~ A(r+s)(m+d xX x Y be the product of this morphism with 
the identity map on X x Y. Similarly let A’“‘“” x A”” -) A” w’~+“’ x Al“ be the 
product of the embedding A’m+sn* A(r+s’(m+“) with the identity on A’+‘. The 
elements of .A(r+s)(‘” +n) (which we read as (r + s) x (r-n + n )-matrices) operate on 
X x Y mapping X x Y into A? 
To G E A(r+%)fm+nb, x E X, y E Y we assign (G, G(x, y 1) defining thus a morphism 
A ‘rCp”“‘+n)~X x Y+ A(r+s)‘m+n) X/J"". This morphism is dominating. 
Let the morphisms A’” XX + A”” xA' and Asnx Y+Asn~ASn~tCgS (con- 
sidering the elements of A’” and Asn as r x m- and s x n-matrices operating on X 
and Y respectively) be analogously defined. 
Finally, let A rm+vtiXXX Y+Ar?n+SnxAr+s be the morphism obtained from the 
product of Arm XX + A”” k A’ and A’” x Y + A”’ x A” after suitable reordering of 
the factors. This morphism is dominating too, since A”” XX -* A’” x A’ and A’” x 
Y -* A”’ x A” are dominating. 
The field extension )6(Ar”‘+“’ x A’+‘) c R(A”“‘“” XX x Y) is separable algebraic 
since by Lemma 1 (i) &A’“’ x A') c &A”” x X ) and &A”” x A’ ) c R( A”’ x Y) are 
separable algebraic. 
Furthermore we have 
[&A r’n+r” Xx X I’): &(A”“‘“‘x /a”‘)] = &gX - &g Y, 
So we obtain a commutative diagram 
Let 9 be the ideal of elements of ~[A’r”““““‘~Ar”] vanishing on A”“‘“‘XA”‘. 
.T generates in #[A(’ w”““” x X x Y ] the ideal of functions vanishing on Ar”’ “‘I X 
x x I’. 
Let P := 4[A (r+\I~)~l+IIIXAr~t]_~ and R .&P I&[A!r*rrlt?’ l)1’x A”‘], 
S :=p -~~[~‘r+\‘~(“~+~I) xX x Y] . R is a normal and local ring with maximal ideal, say 
PM, anal residue class field k’(A’“““” x Ar’“). 
Pbssume R c S integral (we will show this later). Then S is local too with maximal 
ideai S,H and residue class field R(A’r+r”fr’+n’ xX x Y). 
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The canonical morphism R/ ti + R/M&S is the embedding of &Wmts” x A’+‘) 
into ~(Atr+“)tm*n) 
XX x Y) induced by the bottom morphism of the diagram. So, 
R/M -, R/H&$ is a separable algebraic field extension of degree deg X l deg Y. 
Take s E S such that 1 @S is a primitive element generating R/d&S over R/HZ. 
Since R is normal, R[s] is a free R-module. We show R [s] = S. Tensoring the 
exact sequence 
R[s]+S-,Coker-,O 
with R/W, we obtain R/M&R Coker = 0, hence Coker = 0 by Nakayama’s Lemma 
( Atiyah and Macdonald [ 1, p. 2 1, Prop. 2.61). So R [s] + S is surjective, in other 
words R[s] = S. Now S is a free R-module, and we have 
degX x y ..-[,f(~~rsr)‘m+“‘xX x y): ,f(~‘r+s”r”+“‘,x A”“)] 
= rankR S = [R/d&S: R/M] = deg X l deg Y. 
NOW we are going to show R c S integral. For the rest of the proof let i = 
1 9.‘.9 r+s,j=l,..., m+n andk=r+l,..., m,m+s+l,..., m+n. Wewrite 
!7 =(-vii) for the (r+sN(m +&matrix of coordinate functions of &r+s”m+n), 
f)=W 1**-.9 e m+n 1 for the m + n-tuple of coordinate functions of X x Y, where 
01 .-•=. 64” correspond toX, and 8,,,* ,,..., t9,,,+” to Y. Let f=(c) ,..., &+,) with 
s’i = c 1: I- m*n flITi, 19 8 The Tii and the ci are contained in R. Let I be the subring of 
R obtained by localizing the ring R[A’r+S”m+“’ 1, generated by the nil over R, at its 
intersection with 4~. I is local with maximal ideal, say W, and residue class field 
f:= &Ar”l+9n). 
Furthermore A(A”‘) and R(G”‘), the fields generated over R by the elements of 
17 in the left top and the right bottom r x m- and s x n-rectangles, i.e. by the ri, 
with i c- r, j s m and the IQ with r < i, m <=j, are contained in 1. 
Since I[(& R and S = R[B] it suffices to show that &, . . . ,8, +n are integral 
over I[[]. 
In the sequel we shall consider polynomials over I. For such a polynomial, say 
F, we denote by F its residue class irk the polynomial ring in the same indeterminates 
as F over 1 
For i= l,..., r let [;‘:=C). ,. ,,,niie, and for i=r+l,. ..,r+s let 
cl” := c,,,. ,” ,,, +,, T,,@, . From Lemma 1 (iii) we see that there exist polynomials’ 
F;(Z:, . . . , Zf,Tk),k==r+l,... , m, in the indeterminates Zf, . . . , Z;“, Tk over 
k(A”‘“), and polynomials Fr(&, . . . ,Z,‘,,, Tk), k = m +s + 1:. l , , m -+n, in tfic 
indeterminates Z,‘, 1, . . . , Z,“,,, Tk over &(A‘“), such that deg7, Ff = deg Ff 1 
0, F:&. . . ,5:,6+)=0 and deg-r,F[=degFl>O, FkY&,.-,&,A) 4 
respectively. We express each (x,[y as linear combination of 51, l . . , &+.q and 
e rcl9 l l * * &, e,n+s+l,. . . , e,,, .n over I such that the coefficients of &+I, l l . , &, 
8 nl+s+l~ l l l 9 8 ,n+,, are in H. Introducing for &, . . . , &+, new indeterminates 
z z+s, I,**** we substitute in the Ff, Fr for the Z;:, 2’ the corresponding linear 
combinationsof&, . . . ,Z,+,andT,+), . . . , T,,T,-,-+I,. *., L+,,.Thusweobtain 
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new polynomials, say Fr+l, . . . , Fm, F,+,+l , . . . , F,,, +n in the indeterminates 
219 .~~,lZ~+S,Tr+~,~.~,Tnz,Tm+s+~,..~,T,,,+, over I with F&&+I,.-A,,, 
0 m+s+i9***9 8 ,n+n) = 0. By construction, note that & contains no other indetermin- 
ates than & , . . . , Zr+s, Tk and that degTk Fk = deg Fk > 0. 
Let I range over r+l,...,m,m+s+l,...,m+n and write I*:=&1 for fit 
m+s+landZ*= m forI=m+s+l.DefinepolynomialsF~+r,...,&..,F~ in 
the indeterminates Z1, . . . , Z,+l, T,+l, . . . , Tl over I recursively as follows: 
F m+n ._ r+l ‘- F 
m+n ,_ nt +n ,__ 
r+lv l l l 9 Fk n-F,‘, . l . , F En+“* m+n l - 
Considering the Fk as polynomials in 7” over I[&, . g . , Zr+s, T,+I ) . . . , Tie] of 
formal degree deg FL, let for k c I*, Ff: be the resultant of #, FL. 
Note that the degrees of the elements of Sylvester’s matrix corresponding to 
Fi, F: by of their position in the matrix. So 
it is easy to verify-compare van der Waerden 126, p. 108, 8 35, ex. l]-that 
deg Fr s deg F: - deg By means this fact that 
no other that on 
I that = Also on I we 
. . . , Fz, Fzz:z:, . . . , F,“Iz.SinceFj([, @,+I,. . , @I) 
Fi = deg FI > 0, we conclude that 0, is integral over I[& 0, + 1, . . . , @I*]. Con- 
sequently, 8, + 1 , . . . , ti,, O,,, over 
,8,, 8,,, 8,,, as linear 
of . ,&+-s and the 8r+1r...,f))71)~))l+\+l,...)$,n+,1 over 1. SO all the 
fjir-**r&8,+,, are integral over I&], whence R c S is integral. Cl 
Using some valuation theory (compare Atiyah and Macdonald [1, Chapter S], 
and Lang [15, Chapter XII, 3$4,5,6]) the last part of this proof can be simplified 
as follows: 
Let 2‘ be any (multiplicatively written) valuation of JQG’~+““‘+“‘X X X Y 1 lying 
above R (i.e. with M={xER; v(x)<l)). Let ~c~(G”is)l’n-r”‘XXXY) be the 
valuation ring of c’. We choose & from @r+l, . . . , c) ,,,, 8,,, +s +I, . . . , 8,,, +,, such that 
PM,) zt!(&)foreachk =r+l,. . .,m,m +s+l,. . . , m + 11. Without loss of general- 
ity we may assume 8, f 0. So, each 0& is in the valuation ring of c. 
We consider F/(5, T, + I , . . . , T,,l, T,,, + 9 + 1, . . . , T,,# + ,, j as a polynomial 
GER[T,+I/K,. . . . 71,1/T. 7;,,+,+ l/7’/, -. l . 7’,,# +,,/Tl, T,]. From the fact that 
F, depends only on & , . . . , Z, , , and Tc we conclude that the leading coefficient of 
G(@, *1/f%, = * * , 8,Jt-h H,,, 4s t ,/h l * * , 8 tp,, ,&, Tc) E PITl] is a unit of C So, since 
GM,+,/@,, . . . , ~PU/%, &I “5 4 I/@,, ’ 9 8 , c) ,,, + ,,/&, tir) = 0, we see that & is integer over 
T. Hence Hi E. (7, and, by the choice of fit, we have ti), + I , . . . , &, H,,, , , + 1, . . . . &, r,l E Q”. 
Finally we have H, , . . . , t?,,, ,,, E C. 
SO we have seen that the valuation ring of any valuation L‘ of R(G”“““’ l “’ x 
,Y Y Y) lying above R contains &, . . . , &+,,. From this we conclude by Atiyah 
and Macdonald [ 1, Chapter 5, Corollary 5.221 or Lang [ 15, Chapter XII. 3 4, 
Proposition 1.51 that til , . . . , H,,, + ,, are integral over R. 
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The geometrical idea of the proof of Proposition 2 is roughly the following: 
We consider the fibres of the morphism A”’ ‘M+~) XX x Y -, At’+s’(m+“’ x A”‘. 
We construct an open set U c Acc+s’cm+n’ x A”” with U A Armcsn x Ar+s # 0 such 
that the fibres of the points of 0 are finite, unramified, and have no ‘component 
at infinity’. Then the cardinality of each such fibre is degX x Y. But since U 
intersects A’“‘“” x A”” there is also a point of U A A”‘“” x A”” with fibre of 
cardinality deg X . deg Y, whence deg X x Y = deg X l deg Y. 
We conclude this purely algebraic geometrical part of our paper as follows. 
Theorem 1. Let X, Y c A” be constructible. 
Then deg X n Y s deg X 9 deg Y (‘Bezout-Inequality ‘). 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2, without loss of generality, WC may assume 
that X and Y are closed subvarieties of A”. The diagonal A of A” x A” is a linear 
subspace of A” x A”. Choose any projection ?r : A” x A” + A”. 7r maps (X x Y) n A 
on X n Y, whence, by Proposition 2, Remark 2, and Lemma 2, the theorem 
follows. 0 
3. Definability 
We are going to give estimates for the number of sets definable by first order 
formulas in a fixed set of variables, starting from a finite set 2 of constructible 
subsets of A”, which we consider as the interpretations of the atomic formulas of 
our language. the same we are to estimate number of of 
any definable set case that is finite. begin with terminology 
including final version the notion degree. 
Let be a set of subsets of We denote 9(Z) the 
algebra of of A” by %‘, we call subset of 
F-definable if is in 
We write 
elements of are the of 9(%‘). is a partition of We 
call the cell of A” %, and call its SF-cells. A 
of A” Sdefinable iff is the of F-cells. 
We write 
Sk?‘) := {C; C component of some x with X E SF} 
and 
deg :r := C deg C. 
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We call deg Z the degree of 9. Note # %‘(%‘) s deg 9’ and deg 9(8!‘) = deg S!‘(F). 
We have deg 8!!? c cxE:F deg X but not necessarily equality. 
Finally, we write 
grd Z := min{deg ‘V; V a finite set of irreducible closed 
subsets of A” with 8!? c 99 (V)}. 
We call grd % the grade (Erzeugungsgrad) of 85 Note grd % = grd s(g) = grd 9 (8). 
grd 3?? is never zero except for 5!? t (8, A”}. 
If % consists of closed subsets of A”, then its elements are definable by Ce(%). 
Hence grd 3? < deg %’ in this case Equality holds for example if 8!’ consists of 
irreducible hypersurfcces ofA”. (To prove this, we choose a finite set by of irreducible 
closed subsets of A’* with deg ‘V = grd %‘, such that each element of %!?’ is V-definable. 
We will show (Z c V. Then, by deg 3? d deg V’ = grd 8 we have grd Z = deg p. 
Let X be any element of %. X is a union of V-cells, say X = Z1 u l l l uZ, with 
Zk&W),k=l,..., s. Since X is closed and irreducible, we may assume 
Since X isa hypersurface, this is only possible in case M = (X}. SO we have X E -1 :I 
The following example illustrates that grd .‘Y can be very small compared with 
deg Y. . 
Let V and W be irreducible closed subsets of A” and 9’ = { V x W), a singleton 
consisting of the irreducible closed subset V x W of A” x A”, Then, by Proposition 
2 we have deg .3? = deg V >i W = deg V 9 deg W. On the other side we have grd $ c 
deg V 7- deg W. So, if V and W have high degrees, grd 9’ is essentially smaller 
thati deg R’. 
With these notations we have the following. 
Theorem 2. Let 3’ be Q fir&e comtructible subset of A”. Thert 
(i) deg 9 (9”) -I; ( 1 + grd 9’)” ; 
(ii) #.3($‘)=: (1 -t-grd 4’)“; 
(iii) arz!l .&iefinahle fkitt~ suhet of At1 contahs at most ( 1 + grd W’ poirzts : 
(iv) #CJl(~‘)~_2”+Er” ““_ 
Proof. First we show ci)=$ (iii) and (ii)+ (iv). 
Any finite subset of Aln” is Zariski closed, and its points are its components, Hence 
the points of a ‘-P’-definable finite subset of 4” are in %(C?(?‘I). By # 6K?V$ H- 
deg $3 9‘) (iii) follows from (iI. 
I ii)+ (iv) is obvious since each elenlent of .9( t \ is a fiinite union of L*-c~ll~. 
To show (i) and (ii) we choose a finite set ?‘ of irreducible closed subsets of A” 
with deg I’ = grd S’, such that every X E ?‘ is V-definable. Since the cell division 
Y t I ‘) is a refintxnent of the cell division 3 “‘1 of A”, we have 
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and hence 
deg SW%-‘) s deg .9( V). 
Furthermore, we have by the same argument 
(1) 
To prove (i) it suffices to show 
deg S( %‘7 c (1 + deg V)“, 
(2) 
(3) 
for then, by (1) and deg V = grd %, we have 
deg $2 (2P) s deg 9!‘( P”) s ( 1 + deg V)n = ( 1 + grd ?)“. 
Finally, to prove (ii) it suffices to show 
# S( ‘r”“) d # %(S( ‘V)) (4) 
for then, by (2) and (3), we have 
#$!W)S #=?)(,I**& #~(~(-T;‘))~deg~(~~)~(l+dzg~)” =(l+grd%‘)“. 
We are going to show (3). First note 




(The inclusion c in (5) is obvious. To show 1 let for some II c Y, C be a 
component of fl,SC-.ct V. Then C is also a component of nVE.${,, V = 
fhtt,, ~w-b, I. Ittr W - v’), where 4) ={VEY; CcV). So we have CE 
co&m C = i}. i = 0, . . . , rz, and 
=degU%k= c deg C. 
0. k . I 
C is a component of nv,., V for some AI C “Ir. 
V” c & C is not component of n ~~.a. \I’f V* V. 
C* of nVE.l(,Vg \- V with C s C*, such that C 
Let i -10 and let CE V& By (5) 
We choose At such that for some 
Then there exists a component 
, 
is a component of C* n V*. By (5) we have C* E %(2’(V)) and by C 4 C* we have 
codim C* < codim C = i, hence C* E IJO- k .- i %k. 
From this we conclude for i ‘> 0, 
C; C component of C* A v*, C* E u 
O- k--i 
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and by the Bezout-Inequality (Theorem 1) 
di= C deg~k=di_*+degcei~di-1+ C deg C* n V* 
()_=&5i c*~uO,.k-- iwk 
V*E 1’ 
Sdi-l+ c deg C* 9 deg V* 
C*&_)(j~k.z,%, 
V*El 
=di-I+ C deg C* l C deg V* ’ 
=di._l +di-1 l deg V=di-l(l +deg v)* 
By induction on i we have then di s (1 +deg V)i and finally 
deg Z( “v”) = C deg %i = d, s (1 + deg V”. 
Oe:i5n 
This proves (3) and (i). 
Now we are going to show (4). To each 2 ES(*V) with 2 = 
nvE.M V nnv’E%- -Af (A” - V’) for some M c ‘Y we consider S’<(Z)) ={C; C com- 
ponent of nvE~ V with C nZ Z 0). 
For Z,Z* E~Y(Y) with 2 #Z* we have %‘({Z}) n %‘({Z*}) = 0. Otherwise there 
is some C E %‘({Zi_) n %({Z*),. For this C we have C nZ f 0 and C nZ* Z 0. But 
C n 2 and C n 2 * itre open subsets of C, hence, by the irreducibility of C’, C n 2 n 
Z* f 0, a contradiction. 
Fir-lly we have 
whence (4) and (ii). g 
Let F1, . . . , FS E R[X, , . . . , XJ be polynomials in the indeterminates Xl, . . . , X,, 
over tf’ and let <n? consist of the hypersurfaces of A” defined by the equations Fk = 0, 
k=Z,...,s. 
Wesay(FI,. . . , F, )-definable instead of _V-definable and (Fl, . . . , F, i-cell instead 
of J&cell. 
With these notations, the following corollary is a down-to-earth version of 
Theorem 2. 
Corollary 1. The total mmherof components of (F1 , . . . , F’$ )-definable closed subsets 
of A” and the number of (F1, . . . , FF )-cells are hounded by ( 1 +d)“, where d = 
LI- k- .&gFk . 
Consequently, a (F1 , . . . , F, )-definable finite subset of A” contains at most (I+ d 1” 
points, and t/w number of (F, , . . . , &)-definable subsets of 4” dot r’not exceed 2”+? 
Proof. Obvious by Theorem 2. Ti 
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Remark 3. (1) A simple minded counting would yield a bound of 2” for the number 
of (FI , . . . , F&cells and a simple minded application of the Bezout-Inequality 
would yield a similar bound of d” for the cardinality of a (F1 , . . . , F&definable 
finite subset of A”. Since in the typical applications  is large compared to n 
Corollary 1 gives a much better bound. 
(2) Furthermore, for n fixed, the bo~.L~ds of Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 are 
asymptotically optimal. As an example CL lsider 
F,:=X$l,..., F,,:=X$-1, char A,j’d. 
Then #{HA”; Fl(x)=O,. . . , F,,(x) = 0) = d”, whereas our bound is (1 + nd)” in 
this case. 
Next we are going to show that for the determination of grd E we can restrict 
ourselves without too severe loss of precision to generating sets Y consisting of 
hypersurfaces (Theorem 3). 
We first show a lemma using the following. 
Fact. For given distinct elements z 1, . . l , zs c A”, there exists a nonempty open set 
U c A” such that, with respect o the map U x A” + A’ defined by reading the elements 
of U as linear forms on A”, we haoe for each g E U 
grk z gzl fork # 1. 
Proof. Consider for each k f I the nonempty, open set Uk, := {g E A” ; gzk f gzl) c 
A”. put u:=n1. k,/. s Uk,. 0 
Lemma 3. Let V be a closed subuariety of A” with dim V = r and let x1 , . . . , xs E 
A”.- V. T/ten there exists a linear map (p: At’ +4r+1 with cp(xl), . . . , cp(x,s)~ cp( V) 
inducing a finite and 
:= qo(x,) the set V n 
say Q 1, distinguishing 
Proof. By Lemma L(ii) choose a Linear map Q() :At’ + 4’ 
surjective morphism V -+ A’. Then, for y I:= cpo(xl), . . . , y, 
QA(y*, l l - , y,)) is finite. We choose a linear form on A”, 
the elements of Vncp,~‘({y~, . . . , ys))u{xl,. . . ,x,}. Put Q := (Qo, QI). Then 
V(Xl)r ’ * ’ Y ql*r,M tp( n 
We conclude the proof by showing Q( b’) = Q( V). Since the composition V + 
and dimcp(V)=r. 
CC, ( V) -+ A’ is a finite morphism, so is also the morphism V + Q ( V), induced by 
CF. Hence it is surjective. So we have Q( V) = q( V). 
The assertion dim Q ( V) = r is obvious. c! 
&mark 4. Notations being the same as before, we observe the following con- 
sequence of L,emma 3: There exists a polynomial F E AIXI , . . . , X,,] with deg F 5-z 
dtg V vanishing on V but not on any of the x1, . . . , xs. (For, by Lemma 2, Q(V) 
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is a hypersurface of A’+’ with degree s deg V. Hence by Remark 2(3) cp( V) is 
the set of zeroes of a polynomial G of degree sdeg V. G does not vanish at 
cp(x’l), l ‘0 9 cp (x, ). Taking G back b y cp and interpretingxl, . . . , X,, as the coordinate 
functions of A”, we obtain a polynomial F E A[XI , . . . , XJ as desired.) 
This is used in the proof of the following proposition. 
Proposition 3. Let V be an irreducible closed subset of A”. There exist n + 1 poly- 
nomials F1, . . . , F,+, d[XI, . . . , Xn] of degtee sdeg V such that V = 
{K=O,...,F,,+, = 0), i.e. such that V is the set of common zeroes of them. 
ProoL We fix n and show by induction on k the slightly sharper assertion that for 
15 k s n + 1 there exist k polynomials F1 , . . . , Fk of degree s deg V vanishing on 
V, such that for every component C of {Fl = 0, . . . , Fk = 0) the following implication 
holds: 
C@V 3 codimC=k. 
For k = 1 the assertion holds by Remark 4. 
Let the assertion be true for k. We show it for k + 1. To each component C of 
{F1 = 0,. s . , Fk = 0) with Ccr: V we choose an element xc E C - V. By Remark 4 
there exists some Fk +1 E R[XI , . . . , X,,] with deg Fk +l s deg V vanishing on V but 
not zi any of the xc. 
Let D be a component of {F1 = 0, . . . , Fk + I= 0) with De V. We show codim D = 
k + 1, conchiding thus the proof of the proposition. There exists a component C 
of (FIZO,... , Fk = 0) containing D. Since D$ V, we have Ce V, whence 
codim C = k by the induction hypothesis. Since xc E C but Fk + l(.u~4 f 0, {Fk tl = 0) 
intersects C properly. Furthermore, D is a component of C n{Fk + 1 = O}. So we 
have by the Dimension Theorem of algebraic geometry (Mumford [18, Chapter I, 
8 7, Theorem 21 or Shafarevich [22, Chapter I, # 6, Theorem 51) cod& D = k + 1 
as desired. El 
The following theorem is a slight but useful generalization of Proposition 3. 
Proof. Obvious by Proposition 3. I_] 
Next we are going to see how grade behaves under projection maps, The main 
tool for this is Theorem 3. It will serve us to investigate definability in cases where 
quantifiers are involved. 
Assume n 2 1 and let 7~ A” + An” * be the projection mapping each point of A’* 
on its first II - 1 coordinate:-. 
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For simplicity consider the polynomial rings R[Xl , . . . , Xn] and R[Xl , . . . , Xn---J 
in the indeterminates X l,. . . , Xn over A as the coordinate rings of A” and A”-’ 
respectively, the inclusion map A[XI , . . . , X,,-J + R[Xj , . . . , Xn] being induced 
by W. 
For A??, a finite set of constructible subsets of A”, write w(%‘):= {w(X); X E~ZJ. 
By Chevalley’s Constructibility Theorem (Mumford [18, Chapter I, 8 8, Corollary 
21) the elements of W(Z) are constructible subsets of A”-‘. 
Our next purpose is to find a small upper bound for grd V(X). 
First we consider the case where 3?’ consists of only one single irreducible closed 
subset V of A”. 
The following lemma is a quantitative version of Chevalley’s Constructibility 
Theorem. 
Lemma 4. Let V be an irreducible closed subset of A”. To V there exist finite sets 
-W, W’ of irreducible closed subsets of A” and a map -w-+ R[XI , . l . , Xn - 11 which 
assigns to each W E -W”a polynomial Gw with WGw := {x E W; G&x) f 0) # 0 having 
the following properties : 
(i) V= U WG~V U W’; 
WEj(r W’E3V 
(ii) for W E -w the morphism WGw -* (n( W)&, induced by T, is finite. For 
W' E n( W’) a closed subset of A” -’ with ?I/’ = W( W’j x A’. So the map 
W’+ ~r( W’), induced by IT, is itself a projection map; 
(iii) deg({{Gw =O}; W~~?T}u~?4b~?V’)~n”(deg C’)? 
Proof. The lemma is obvious for n = 1. So let n > 1. 
By Proposition 3 choose F1, . . . , F,, +] E k[X1 , . . . , X,3 of degree s deg V such 
that V={Fr=O,...,F,+r = 0). Consider the Fk, k = 1, . . . , n + 1, as polynomials 
in Xn over RIXI, . . . ,X,, I! Denote by 4e the set of all nonzero coefficients of the 
Fk, except the constant ierrns. Let Y consist of V and the {G = 0) with G E S, 
considered as closed subsets of A”. We have 
grd Y’s deg %” sdegV+ 1 degG 
GC% 
sdeg V+(n +l) 
(deg V-1)deg V 
2 
-<n(deg V)‘., 
the last inequality being strict since II .> 1. 
Put 
w”:={w E %(G?:J’,r; w c v, 3G E 3, We {G .= O}}, 
W := { W’E %(9( k”)); W’ c V, tlG E 9, W’ c {G = 0)). 
(6) 
To each W E 8‘ choose Fw among the F1, . . . , F,, + 1, such that there exist so;ne 
coefficient of Fw not vanishing at all points of W. Among the coefficients of FNv 
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with this property let Gw be the cne belonging to the highest power of X”. Obviously 
WG,N #0 and, since W is contained in V, Gw E 5%‘. 
First we show (i). Clearly V 3 U w Ew WGw u LJw~EJ(r~ W’. SO, for x E V is suffices 
to show x &j,,vew WC, uuw~~w’ W’. 
Let WY: be a component of V n {G = 0; G E %, Gfx ) = 0) which contains x. Since 
Vn{G=O;rGE~,G(X)=O}E~(~)and W*cVwehave W*E’?C‘KI~ W*E 
wr’ there is nothing to show. If W*E “ur we have GM&) f 0, since otherwise 
W* c {Gw* = 0} which is impossible by definition of Gw* l 
So we have in the first case x E W* and in the second x E W&,., whence 
x ~CjWd’-WGw d_h”d’-’ w’- 
Next we show (ii). Let W E W and let & be the coordinate function of W induced 
by X,, . Note that R[ W] = R[ W&J. 
The coefficients of Fw which belong to r&[Xl, . . . , X,, _ 11, induce functions on 
n( W )_ In particular the restriction of Gitr on 7r( W) is a nonzero element of 
R[r( WjJ. So, Fw induces in A[ W] a nontl-ivial polynomial equation for & with 
coefficients in k[v( W)]. The highest coefficient of this equation is the element of 
R[n( W)] coming from Gw, so & is integra.’ over R[(r( W)),,]. Therefore the 
morphism WG, -3 (r ( w))& is finite. 
To show the second assertion of (ii), let W’E TV. Since %(9(Y)) = %(3(Y)) we 
have as a consequence of (5) that W’ is a component of V n{G = 0; G E 3). On 
the other side, since W’ c V and since each G E Ce vanishes on W’, all the coefficients 
of F1,. . . ,,Fn+l vanish on W’. 
So F, , l . . , F,, t 1 vanish on T( W')x A’. From this we have n( W')X A’ c V. 
Furthermore we have W’c n( W’) x A’ c V n{G = 0; G E 9). 
Since 4 W’) x A ’ is irreducible and W’ is a component of V n (G = 0; G E +!3)_ _- 
we have W’=T(W)XA’. 
From this follows that w( W’) is closed and W’ = T( W’) x A’. 
Finally we show (iii). Note that ({{CUP = 0); WE ?Y}), $6’ and Yt*’ are contained 
in WWW. Hence we have by means of Theorem 2(i) and inequality (6) 
-= deg9(7’) 
s rl”(deg V)“‘. 
The core of this rather technkl lemma is the following. 
Proof. r()’ I xmrn;i 4(i 1 and iii) and by the surjcctivit\r of finite morphisms (Mumford 
1 18, Chapter I , s 7, Proposition 31 or Shafarevich [22, Chapter I, 3 5, Theorem 41) 
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we have 
=(v)= u dwGw)u u dw’)= u (dW))G& u q(w’), 
WEW W’G W’ WEW W’Eqy’ 
with a( W’) = q( W’) for W’E 4K Hence w(V) is ?4:={n( W); TM E WU %f”} u
{{Gw = 0); W E m-definable. 
By Lemma 2 and Lemma Q(iii) we have 
grd{n(V)}<deg?@dn”(deg V)2n. a 
We are going to investigate the situation where besides from V an additional 
polynomial F cz 1[Xr, . . . , XJ with deg F > 0 is given, and we want to find a bour id 
for grd{r( If’)}. 
For the moment consider instead of V an irreducible closed subset W of i%” 
which later will be chosen from w of Lemma 4. 
Denoteby&..., & the coordinate functions of W induced by X1, . . . , Xn ancJ 
by cp the function induced by F on W. 
Let T be a new indeterminate. Consider the kernel b of the ring homomorphism 
R[XI ,=..,Xn-1,Tl~R[51,..., Sn-~,(~l=R[~(W)1[49l,mappingX~,...,X,-~ on 
s l, . . . , & _1 and T on CF. Roughly speaking, fi describes the equations satisfied 
by <p over A[n( W)]. 
Lemma 5. The set of zeroes of fi has degree sdeg W l deg F, and consequently h 
is the radical of an ideal spanned by n + 1 polynomials of d’[X,, . . . , X,, -1, T] each 
of degree s deg W l deg F.. 
Proof. Consider the image W* of W under the morphism A” 3 A?, which maps 
b-1 , . . . ,x&An on (x1,. . . ,xn,F(xl,. . . ,x,)@A “+*. Since W*=(WxA’)n 
{RX1 9 . . . , Xn ) - T = 0) we have by Theorem 1 deg W* s deg W l deg F. The sc’:t 
of zeroes of # is the closure of the image of W* under the morphism An+’ + A” 
mapping (~~,...,x,,,F(r~ ,..., x~))EA”” on (xl ,..., x,-l,F(xl ,..., x,)@P.” 
whence Lemma 5 by Lemma 2 and Theorem 3. Cl 
Now let HI,. . . , H, E RIXI, . . . , X,, I) T] be such that the radical of the ideal 
spanned by them is fi. We consider the Hk, k = 1, . . . , s, as polynomials in T over 
Jw,,***rX,, J* 
Denote by Z the set of the coefficients of the Hk . 2’ consists of elements of 
4X* 9 l l . ,x,,-II* 
Lemma& LetGd’[X1,..., X,, -1] be such that WG # 0 and such that the morphism 
WG+(~T(W))G, induced by n:Apl+An-’ is finite. Then the ideal spa?zned by %’ 
does not vanish at any point of (p(W)),. 
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Proof. Ncte that R[(T( W))&] is contained in A[ W&J. Hence, by the finiteness 
of WG + <n(W)),, the ring extension r&[(rr( W))&j c R[(?r( W))&J[tp] is integral. 
To R[(v( W))& R[(r( W)&J[<p] there corresponds a finite morphism, say $, of 
the local closed affine subvariety (HI = 0, . . . , HS = O)G of A” onto (~rr( W))G. 
If the ideal spanned by Z would vanish at some point y E (v( W))G, the 
polynomials HI (y, T), . . . , H, (y, 7’) would vanish identically. S; ?ce G(y) # 0, y 
would then have an infinite fibre $-l(y) contradicting the finiteness \lf @. (CornpaTe 
Mumford [ZS, Chapter I, 0 7, Proposition 31, Shafarevich [22, Chapter I, $5.31.) 0 
We summarize this series of technical lemmas by the following proposition: 
Proposition 4. Let V be an irreducible closed subset of A” and F E rB[XI , . . . , X,,] 
with deg F > 0. Then we have for VF := {x E V ; F(x) # 0}, 
grd{n( VF)} c n 2’12+3n (deg V)4’*2 . (&g F)‘“. 
Proof. For simplicity let notations be the same as in the foregoing lemmas. The 
proposition is obvious for n = 1. SO let n > 1. 
As we have seen in Lemma 5, for WE “ur the equations over R[n( W)] satisfied 
by the restriction of F on W give rise to a prime ideal of R[Xl , . . . , Xn -1, T], 
which is the radical of an ideal spanned by u + 1 polynomials of A[XI , . . , , X,, 1, T], 
sayH:‘/,..., Hz I, each of degree s deg W 9 dcg F. 
Let xw be the set of coefficients of the riy, k = 1, . . . , n + 1, considered as 
polynomials in T over AIXI , . . . , X,,]. 
Let % be the union of -w/‘u TV’ with the set of all (t = 0}, where L is a coefficient 
of F (F being considered as a polynomial in X,, over @XI, . . . , X,, ,]I, or L = Gw 
or L E Zw for some W E ?K 
Since n > 1 we have by Lemma 4(iii) 
+(n+l) c (degW*degF)” 
u’c H‘ 
Let V:= %(9(%)) and 3 :=(n(C); C E ‘V}. 3 is a finite set of irreducible 
closed subsets of A” ‘. Then by Lemma 2 and Theorem 2 we have 
We show that A Vr- ) is %definahle. This implies the proposition. Let y E 7rTT( VA
We have to find a AM3inable subset Y’ of A” ’ such that y E Y c n( I+-). Choose 
s G Vr. such that y -= ~T(,Y ). 
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First consider the case where x is contained in some W’ E W’. Since F(X) # 0 
there is a coefficient L of F (F being considered as a polynomial in X,, over 
Ml 9 . . . , X”-I]), such that t(y) # 0. 
By Lemma 4(ii), crr( W’) is an irreducible closed subset of A”-’ and W’ is a 
cylindrical set, namely W’ = ?r(W’)xA’.Sowehavey~rr(W’)~~~(W#=~(V~) 
and ME% 
We put Y := n( W’), . Y is obviously %definable. 
Now we consider the case where x E WG~ for some W E W: 
Let C be a component of W n{L = 0; L E %‘“, L(y) = 0) which contains x. 
Obviously we have C E W? Clearly x E C&, c WGw. Since F(x) # 0, F induces a 
nonzero element, say cp, of R[C]. By Lemma 6 there is a L E %fw such that L(y) # 0. 
Hence one of the Hr induces a nontrivial polynomial equation for q on C, say 
~~cp’+g.-+h~=O withh,,...,hoER[rr(C)]. 17) 
Dividing the equation by a suitable power of cp, if necessary, we can assume ho f 0 
in (7). But since by the choice of C, ho(y) = 0 would imply A0 = 0 we have &(y) # 0. 
To simplify notations we assume that ho is induced by L. SO, by (7), F dces not 
vanish at points of C at which L does not. 
Note that x is contained in C& .L which is mapped finitely onto (r(C)) Gw .[_ 
by v. So we have 
4’E biC))G,.f_ =?T(CbwL)Ctr(cG,..F)c~(WGwF)C~T(VF). 
We choose Y := (&‘))Gw.L. Since C E %T* we have n(C) E 9. So, as in the 
previous case, Y is +&definable. By Lemma 4(i) we conclude that 7r( V&l is ??I- 
definable, which finishes the proof. Is1 
The following theorem is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 4. 
Theorem 4. There exists a constant c >O such that for any finite set %‘of constructible 
subsets of A” 
grd no (n grd %jcf13 
holds. 
Proof. The case n = 1 is obvious. So let n > i. 
By Theorem 3 choose polynomials F, , . , . , Fc E A[X, , . . . , X,,], none of them 
constant, with x1. k. sdeg Fk s (n + 1) grd%, such that the elements of 5Y’ are 
F,, 9 l . , &-definable. Let 9’ be the set of (F1, . . . , &)-cells of 3”. Note that the 
elements of rr(X) are rr(T)-definable. By Corollary 1 of Theorem 2 note furthe;- 
#aPs(l+(n +l)grd%)“. 
Let 2 E 9’ be a cell defined by 
Z:=n(Fk=O)n l-l (A” --Ifi = 01, 
kGI Ic{l.....s} 1 
forsomeIc{l,..., s} and write F := nlG,l ,..., sl _I FI. 
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Then Z =lJCE~,~Z)) CF, deg F s (n + 1) grd S?, and, by Corollary 1 of Theorem 
2,degZs(l+(n+l)grdZ’)“. 
For C E S’{(Z)) we have by Proposition 4 
grd{n(CF)}s nzflzt3”(deg C)4na l (deg F)2n, 
hence 
<.n 2”2t3n (deg Z)4”2 6 (deg F)2n 
Sn 2n2+3n(n + l)2n (grd SQ2” (1 + (n + 1) grd S?)4n”. 
Finally we obtain 
grd 7&S?“) s C grd{r(Z)} 
ZEY 
-$ n ‘n2t3”(n + l)‘“(grd $‘)*“(l+ in + 1) grd %?)4,‘3+” 
6 f n grd %),‘I ’ for suitably chosen c > 0. 
Now the theorem follcws by grd ~1%) s grd n(3). Cl 
Now we are re:ldy to investigate definability in cases where quantifiers are 
involved. 
Let F be a finite set of constructible subsets of A”. We define 9,,, t_%?) inductively 
as follows: 
cj? ‘,“+ JZ) := the Boolean algebra generated by the images of 9,,,(%‘) under 
the projection A” “’ -j A”. “’ -’ which maps each point of A” -“I 
on its first n -m - 1 coordinates. 
Note that by Chevalley’s Constructibility Theorem (Mumford [ 18, Chapter I, # 8, 
Corollary 21) the elements of $I?,,, (Z’) are constructible subsets of A” -‘“. 
We call the elements of GY,,,(.F) S-definable with rot quantifiers. This is justified 
by the following reason: consider the elements of S? as defined by PI-place predicates 
PI (X1, . . . , Xn ), . . . , R, (X1 ,, . . . , X,, ) in the variables X1, . . . , X,, which correspond 
to the coordinates of A”. Then any prenex first order formula in the tt -m free 
variables X1 , . . . , X,, ,,, built up from PI(XI , . . . , X,, ), . . . , P,(X1, . . . , &) using 111 
quantifiers defines an element of 9,,($). However, the converse is not true. 
There is a rather interesting case, namely, when the quantifiers in the defining 
formula aI are existential. To be precise: we call a subset of A”-“’ Z-definable 
with LIZ existential quantifiers if it is the image of a 9%definable subset of A” under 
the projection A” -+ A” ‘It mapping each pomt of A” on its first tz - no coordinates. 
As an imnncdiate consequence of Theorem 2 we have the following proposition. 
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Proposition 5. Let a3 be a finite set of constructible subsets of Aa”. A finite subset of 
I$“--” which is 52”-definable with m existential quantifiers contains at most (1 + grd ‘S!?)“. 
points. 
rT;he number of subsets of Anem which are Z-definable with m existential quantifiers 
does not exceed 2”-cgrdF’n. 
Proof. The elements of any finite subset of Ansrn which is &?-definable with m 
existential quantifiers are images of elements of V(9(%)) under the projection map 
A” + A” -m. So, by Theorem 2(i), their number cannot exceed (1 + grd Zj”. 
The second assertion of the proposition follows directly from Theorem 2(iv). iI 
The main bound of Theorem 2 and this proposition’can be summarized as being 
polynomial in grd 22’ and exponential in n, the number of variables. The number 
m of bounded variables doesn’t appear explicitly in the estimates of Proposition 5. 
In the general case of %-definability with m qurlntifiers our estimate will be 
por:,,lomial in grd S??, exponential in n, and double exponential in m. 
Theorem 4 provides us with the key bound for %d$inability with one quantifier. 
We will generalize this result on Z-definability with several quantifiers. 
Theorem 5. Let % be a finite set of constructible subsets of A” with n > 1. There 
exists a constant c > 0 such that 
grd g,(g) s n”“6’m(grd F)‘c”-3’mm 
Proof. Choose c 22 such that the inequality in Theorem 4 holds with & as 
constant. We show Theorem 5 with this constant c by induction on n. Since 
grd &&9’) = grd F, this is trivial for m = 0. 
Now we assume the inequality for m and show it for m + 1. Let rr be the projection 
7TTT:An ??’ --* A”- m-1. By Theorem 4 and the induction hypothesis we obtain 
Corollary 3, Let ?Z be a finite set of constructible subsets of A” with n 2 1. Therz 
exists a constant c ‘3 0 such that 
(i) deg~m(~)~~““n”‘““(grd~)rmn’m~‘~ 
Consequently, a finite subset of A” rn which is Z-definable with m’quantifiers contains 
at most 
(ii) grn(gbG 2ncmnhmt’~grdp.)‘mn~m+‘. 
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Proof. The case n = 1 is obvious. For n > 1 choose c integer and sufficiently large 
such that in Theorem 5 thz strict inequality holds. Then the corollary follows by 
’ “heorem 2. Is1 
Note that for m = 0 the bounds of Corollary 3 are slightly worse than those of 
Theorem 2, the ‘defect’ stemming mainly from the fact that the proof of Theorem 
5 is based on Theorem 3. 
To conclude, we give a partial version of Corollary 3 in a down-to-earth form. 
Corollary 4. There exists a constant c > 0 with the following property : Let 
FI,. . .y F, E %[Xl9 l l . , X,,] be polynomials in the indeterminates X1, . . . , X,, over R, 
d :=C,skss degFkand O<mmn. 
Any finite subset of Andm definable by a prenex first order formula built up by the 
Fr 9 . . . , Fs, using m quantifiers, contains at most 
Cmn6m cl 
d’ 
m)l 3WC * 1 
n points. 
The number of ail subsets of An--“’ definable in t’nis way does not exceed 




4. Quantifier elimination 
In the sequel, assertions which contain constants (denoted by c, cl, ~2, . . .) have 
to be read as ‘there is a constant c > 0 such that . . . , although this rather complicated 
formulation is not given explicitly every time. ‘Turing-Machine’ has to be under- 
stood as d-tape deterministic Turing-Machine. log means logarithm to the basis 2. 
Let R be one of the rings Z, &, &,, . . . , Z,, . . . where p is any prime number. 
Let Q : R + [ 1,~) be defined as follows: 
in the case R = Z m(z ) := [log lz I] 
and 
in thecase R =Z,, a(z):= [logpl, z ER. 
Let x, , . . . X,, be indeterminates over R. 
FwFER[X,, . . 
l , X,,] with F = Cfi ,,..., 1, Xi1 l l l XL1 where fi ,.,,., 1, E R we put 
Extending thus CT on RIXI, . . . , X,1 ] we have the following inequalities for C: 
Let F, 6,. . . , Fs E REX:, . . . , X,,] with t! = maxi. $. ,((T(F;I)). Then 
a(F) = a(-F), (8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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For s = 2, if & divides F1 we have 
a(Fl/F2) s Vet+‘. (11) 
CT measures the length of n-variate polynomials by some straightforward encoding 
of them on a Turing-Machine tape. 
Under such an encoding the complexity function L, which measures the costs to 
perform addition/subtraction, multiplication and division (if possible in 
Jw1 , . . . , Xn]) on a Turing-Machine, behaves as follows. 
WV; Kg.. .g F,) denotes the minimal time to compute F when F1, . . . , F, are 
given as input): 
L( C 6; F,, . . . ,~s)~~~~‘n rl’, 




and, for s = 2, if f’z divides F1 we have 
L(F,/F2; Ft , F2) s d”“+*‘. (14) 
Let 9 and t be natural numbers. For 4 x r-matrices M = (IQ with Fk, E 
R[XI 9 . . ., Xn] we define 
a(W := mkTx(a(Fkl)). 
. 
Then, for 9 = r, we have 
c(det IW) G c(n + l)q2~(M), (1% 
L(det Ak IV) s (qa(M))“(“? (16) 
All inequalities except (1 1 ), (14) and (16) are straightforward. For (11) and (14) 
we consider the coefficients of F :=F1/F2 as solutions of the system of linear 
equations given by F2 l F = F1 comparing coefficients. 
Then by Cramer’s rule we get (ll), and by Lemma 7 we will see that some 
modified Gauss-elimination can be performed in R. So we get (14) and similarly (16). 
For rz = 0 we obtain the corresponding inequalities for R. 
Remark 5., Everything that will be said in the sequel about R, being one of the 
rings Z, E2,. . . , Z,, . . . , holds for any ring R whose elements can be encoded on 
a Turing-Machine tape such that (8)-(16) are satisfied. The results remain also 
valid for the computing model which counts only arithmetical operations in R. In 
this case a(z) := 1 for t E R and consequently a(F) := 1 +deg F for F E 
RIXl,...,Xn]. 
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Now we consider 4 x r-systems of inhomogeneous linear equations over 
RCX ,, . . . ,XJ in the unknowns T1, . . . , Tr: 
F*;T,+- 0 l + FJ-r = &+I 
, . 
F,;T+ l ’ l +F,,T, =Fqr+l, Fk, E R[X, . . . , Xnle . 
We represent (17) by 
. . ‘ 













i ! . F’ the inhomogeneous part of the system. qr+l’ 
A Gauss-algorithm m R[XI , . . . ,X,,] is a sequence of (I xr-systems of 
in homogeneous linear equations 
Ml = (F(k:‘). . . . , M, = (F;l’ ), . . . , M5 = (F&‘) 
over R[X,, . -. ,X,]suchthatforeach l<i<s--l,F:j”‘fOandsuchthatMi+l 
is constructed from Mi in the following way: 
There is a matrix N = (Gkl) obtained from Mi by interchanging only rows of index 




Gi 1, 1 forkliorbi 
(for i = 1 we put Go,t = 1). Note that this definition makes sense since Gi ti 1 = 
F:“l, 1 #O for 1 <ils -1. Wecall 1 theOthandF:j”‘, l&<s--1,theithpivot 
of the Gauss-algorithm, The algorithm is essentially determined by the choice of 
its pivots. 
The following lemma shows that our definition of Gauss-algorithm differs only 
slightly from what is generally meant by Gaussian elimination. Let M = (Fk,) be a 
q x r-system of inhomogeneous linear equations over R[X, , . . . , X,,]. With the same 
notations as bpfore we have the foliol,4ng. 
Lemma 7 (Bareiss [2], Edmonds [S]). Lei M = MI, . . . , MS be a Gauss-algorithm. 
If F’d!ls-l # 0 then FSS_‘I,_l divides 
for each k >s and I 3s. Moreovtr, if no row and columns have been interchanged 
during the algorithm, we have 
Fg/ =det (18) 
Proof. The basic idea of the lemma is the following remark: 
LetA=(Ahi) bearxt-matrixwithentriesinR[X1,...,.~~],t>1;All#O.Then 
det(det(~~~ A”,::)> *_ hi=A;;2 - det A. 
. 
(19) 
The proof works now by induction on s. 
For the sake of notational simplicity, we assume that no rows and columns are 
interchanged in the Gauss-algorithm, and we slightly generalize the notion of 
Gauss-algorithm, admitting any 0th pivot FCIO # 0 such that F$’ divides the deter- 
minants of all i x i-submatrices of M. 
Under this hypothesis, the first assertion we want to prove remains the same, 
whereas (18) changes into 
(20) 
For s = 0 and s == 1 there is .~othing to show. 
Let s r 1. Since no rows and columns are interchanged in the algorithm, we have 
F1+O.By(19)weseethatF~,’ divides all i x i-submatrices of 
Now consider the Gauss-algorithm giver? by (Fit’ )k.l.% I , l . l , &“’ )k,lz 1, . . . , 
(F$ Jk.l , 1 with F1 1 as the 0th pivot. By the induction hypothesis if F:~I s-~ # 0 
Fy_! 1 s _ 1 divides det 
F:“,’ Fj;’ 
FI;‘,’ F$ > 
fork>s andlas, 
so the first assertion of the lemma is shown. 
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Furthermore, we have by induction hypothesis 
i 
‘Fz . . . FE’ F;;’ 
. . . \ 
and (19) 
for k >s and I as, whence (18). El 
Lemma 7 says that, similar to ‘normal’ Gaussian elimination, Gauss-algorithms 
can be performed within R[Xl , . . . , X,,] at any instance, provided one only chooses 
pivots different from zero. 
We look at Gauss-algorithms as computations in RIX1, . . . , X,,] involving addi- 
tions/subtractions, multiplications/divisions executed on a Turing-Machine tape. 
Remark 6. As a consequence of (18) and (15) we have that the length CT of the 
elements of R[Xl , . . . , XJ computed by the Gauss-algorithm M =M,, . . . , fK 
does not exceed c(n + l)s20(M), and that the whole computation can be done in 
qr(srr(M))“” + l’ steps on a Turing-Machine. 
cordary 5. Let M = (F&l), F&j E R[XI , . . . , X,, ], a q X r-system of inhomogencous 
lmew e+ations. An equivalent upper-triangular q X r-system of inhomogeneous linear 
equations f&an be computed in R[X,, . . . , Xn] performing r(qu(M))““‘” steps on 
a Turing-Machine. (Here equivalence means that M and fi have the same solution 
in K(Xl,. . . ,X,,)‘, where K denotes the field of fractions of R. Upper-triangular 
myans that for A? = (&I), & = 0 holds for k > 1.) 
Proof. Analogously to Gaussian elimination triangulize M by any Gauss- 
algorithm. 3 
In the same way it can be seen easily that (16) is a consequence of (18), and 
( 14) a consequence of Corollary 5. 
In the sequel we need the following. 
Lemma 8 (Hermann [ 131, Seidenberg [21]). Let notations be as before. Let K he 
the fieid of fractiom of R, and iet M = (Fkl) represent a q x r-system of inhomogeneous 
linear equations ocer R [X1, . . . , X,, ]. If M is solvable over K [Xl , . . . , X,, ], the11 there 
exists a so/iitiorr (Z, . . . . , Z, 1 of M with ZI E K[X, , . . . X,,] and deg Zi s (cqv(M ))“‘, 
1 7s 1 5 r. 
Proof. During the proof let k be any infinite field containing K. We show rhe 
existence of a function f: N” -+ [0, m) with 
f(q, d, 0) = 0 
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and for n > 0, 
with the following property: if the system of inhomogeneous linear equations M 
is solvable over A[&, . . . , X,], there exists a solution (&, . . . , Z,), 2, E 
4% , . . . , Xm] with deg 21 ~f(9, d, n), 1 s I s r, where d :=0(M). (f does not 
depend on r.) f(9, d, n ) s (cqd)3” follows by induction on n. 
The solvability of fkf over R[XI, . . . , X,] implies the solvability of M over 
K[Xt t . . . , X,3 with the same degree bounds for the solution, since, by comparing 
coefficients, the solvability of M can be considered as the problem to solve some 
system of inhomogeneous linear equations with coefficients from R. But solvability 
over R of such a system of linear equations is equivalent o its solvability over K, 
which implies the assertion of Lemma 8. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume 4 s r (reducing the number of 
equations, if necessary). Let d := C(M). Triangulizing A4 as described in Corollary 
5, we may assume without loss of generality that A4 has the form 
I 
Fll l ** Flq l -* F*, F,r+*’ . . . . . . . . . . . . i 
\O Fqq l .9 F,, Fqr+l 1 
withdegF&qdandD=Fl1-...-F,,#O. 
We assume that M has a soiution (F1, . . . , tr> E A[&, . . l , X,]‘. Our purpose 
is to substitute vq + 1, . . . , Fr by some Y4+ 1, . . . , Y, E /[XI, w l . , X,,] with bounded 
degree in Xn. 
The column vectors 
are linearly dependent on 
By Cramer’s rules, we only need division by D, the non-vanishing determinant of 
l . l FI,, . 
. . . i 
l iqq ” 
in order to represent M (I’ as a lir _ar combination of M(l), . . . , M’4’. 
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More precisely, there are Akl E R [Xl, . . . , X,*1, 1 G k G &I, 4 < I d r, such that 
D 9 Fkl =AkrFkk + l - 9 +Aq,Fkq. (21) 
Without loss of generality, we may assume D = cX:gD + l l 9 E R[Xl , . . . , X,,], c # 0, 
with deg D s q*d. (Since A is infinite, we can achieve this form of D by linear 
substitution of variables in A[XI , . . . , X,,].) 
Division with remainder in R[Xl , . . . , X,] of pq+l, . . . , pr by D gives 
F,=Q[D+& (22) 
whereq<krandQl,YiER[XI,. . . , X, 1, deg x, Yl< deg D 6 (I *d. (This is possible 
due to the special form of 0.) 
Substituting the equations (22) in 
we obtain after suitable reordering 
(23) 
Using (2 I), we obtain from (23) 
F/c/t vk + c &cd% q- I- r 
We put 
Because of de;;x,, &Y/ ‘-.qd +& ‘;‘- Cl@‘& for4 < I s r, and by the triangular form 
of M, we conclude 
Thus we have shown that, if M has a solution in R[XI , . . . 9 X,,]“. it has also a 
solution (Y,, . . . 9 YrIE[Xl, q q. 3X,]’ with degx,, Ylsc&&), 1~1s~ We write 
3rd 
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for1~f~r,l~~k~q.ComparingcoefficientsofX,,wesee(Y~),1~~~~r,O~m~ 
cl(q2d) is a solution of a system of inhomogeneous linear equations over 
ml 9 . . . ,X,-J with<cr(q23)++%c2(q2d) equations. 
The coefficients of this system of equations are the FZ,, E R [XI, l m l , X-1 J with 
deg Fk = qd, whereas the Y$,, are in @Xl, . . . , X,-J. By recursion on rz we 
conclude that there exists a function f: N3 + [0, 00) such that to any q X r-system of 
inhomogeneous linear equations M = (Fd over R[XI , . . . , Xn] with 4W 5 4 
solvable in &[X, , . . . , X,]‘, there exists asolution (21, . l . , Zr) E R[XI , l m l , XJ with 
&g Zl sf(q, d, a), 1 c / s r, and such that f has the following recursion property: 
f(q, 4 0) = 0 
andforn>O 
f(q,d,n)~f(c2(q26),qd,n - l)+w?*dh 
Now the proof is complete. f3 
Corollary 6. Let notations be as before. Let F1, . . . , F, E R [Xl, . . . , X,,] and 
(FI , . . . , FS) be the ideal generated by Fj , . . . , F, in K[XI , . . . , Xn]. 
TIten k(F,,... , F,) can be decided in Use”’ ““We “’ steps on a Turing-Machine, 
where u =CICk_o-(F& 
Proof. By Lemma 8, 1 E (F,, . . . , F,) iff there are HI,. . . , HS EK[X~, . . . , X,] 
with deg& 6 (c~i)~” and 1 =&_ HkFk. 
Comparing coefficients, this can be reduced to decide whether some (w)“~~ x 
(C*)n3” -system of inhomogeneous linear equations A4 over R with a(A4) = v can 
be solved. 
By Corollary 5 this needs s czC”’ * ’ ’ ‘w” l ” steps on a Turing-Machine. c] 
Corollary 7. Let notations be as before. Let R be an algebraically closed field 
corrtaining R. The question whether 
defifles a F1, . . . , F,-cell, i.e. whether 
{xER”;F~(X)=O,... ,F,(x)=O,F,+,(x)#O,. ..,F,k)#O)#fl 
call be decided irt (7 
1‘ ,,I l I 
““” ’ ” steps on a Turing-Machine. 
Proof. Let T be a new indeterminate and put F := F,,, l . . . - FS. By Hilbert’s 
NullsteIlensatzwehave(.uF:A’*;F~=O,...,F,=O,F,+~#O,...,F,#O}=Goiff 1~ 
(F, , l l . , F’,, 1 -- TF). 
But by Corollary 6 this can be decided in o*~‘“+““‘~” *I’ steps on a Turing- 
Machine. U 
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Proposition 6. Let R be one of the rings B, &, . . . , Z,, . . . , where p is any prime 
number, and let A be an algebraically closed field containing R. Let Xl,. . . , X,, be 
indeterminates over R and F1, . . . , F, E R[Xl , . . . , X,,]. 
Then the conjunctions 
Fil=Oh* l l AFi,=OAFi,+,ZOA* l l AFisZO 
defining F1, . . . , F,-cells, i.e. non-empty sets in k”, can be enumerated in (J”~~+“‘~~‘~ ‘I’ 
steps on a Turing-Machine, where 0 :=xlskSs~(Fk). 
Proof. The enumerating algorithm is defined recursively in Fl , . . . , Fk, 15 k s s. 
For k = 1 we have to test whether {Fl = 0) is 0, R” or different from both. In the 
first case, the expression F1 # 0, and in the second case the expression F1 = 0 defines 
the unique F1-cells. In the third case, the Fl-cells are defined by the expressions 
F1 = @ and FI + 0. 
Let @ be a conjunction defining a F1 , . . . , Fk-cell. Test whether @ A Fk + 1 = 0 
defines 0,R” or a set different from both. 
In the first case only @ A F k +1 Z 0 and in the second case only # A Fk +1 = 0 define 
FI,..., Fk++ells. In the third case @ AF~+&O and @ AFk+l=O define 
6 9 . . . , Fk + I-cells. In this way, starting from an enumeration of the conjunctions 
defining F1, . . . , Fk-cells, we get an enumeration of the conjunctions defining 
F,, . . . , Fk + I -cells. 
After #+’ steps we stop the enumeration. 
Since 1 +c,_. ,_degFk 5 V, we conclude from Corollary 1 that all conjunctions 
defining F1 , . . . , &cells are then enumerated. By Corollary 7 each test in the 
algorithm can be performed in time u 
ZC,(,,+l,I‘3Rln+l, 
on a Turing-Machine. So the 
whole recursive procedure can be performed in time u 
2r 111 + lIlc>)?t,r + I r 
. 5 
Lemma 9. Let A be any field containing R. Let M = (Fkl), Fk, E R[X, , . . . , X,,], a 
q x r-system of inhomogeneous linear equations. Tlzert there exist polynomials 
GI,. . . , G, E R[Xl, . . . , X,,] such that 
D := {X E 8’ ; (&ix 1) is solvable} 
is a union of subsets of R” defined by conjunctions @I , . . . , @, uf’espressiorts of the 
form G, = 0, . . . , G, =0 and G1 #O, . . . , G, #O. 
Gl,.. . , G, can he computed and ‘;D1 , . . . , @, can be enumerated in 
r’(qU(M))“‘” + ! 1’ 
steps ou a Turing-Machine, (24) 
Furthermore, we have 
a(Gi)~:c(n+l)*q”rr(M), lsi<t, 
t --: crq2(q$a(M))“. 
(25) 
(26, 
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Proof. Recursively we construct he following items: A sequence @Q , . . _, @, of 
conjunctions built up by polynomials obtained from applying various Gauss- 
algorithms on M and a sequence PI, . . . , Pswl E RIX1, . . . , X,,] of products of 
polynomials obtained in the same way. 
To each @I,..., eS there corresponds a Gauss-algorithm applied on M. The 
P 1, . . . , e, -1 are linearly independent over K, the field of fractions of R. 
Let @ 1 ,..., @andPt ,..., Pi be constructed. If all Fkl, 1 s r, are linearly depen- 
dentonpl,..., Pi, we let the algorithm stop putting s = i + 1 and 
~,:=P,=O~-~~AP,_~=QAF,~+,=OA~~~AF~~+~=O~ 
If not, we choose any &I, I s r, linearly independent on PI, . . . , Pi as the first pivot 
of a Gauss-algorithm on M. 
We put 
and 
P tll ._ i+l l - Fkl 
a::, :=Ply, #OAP~=OA~-AP~=OA /\ Fkr+l=O. 
Fk l.....Fkr 
lin. dep. an 
Pl.....P, 
1 
After j such steps, 1 d j < q, we arrive at the following situation: 
We have constructed a Gauss-algorithm M = MI, . . . , Mj = (F(ki[' ), polynomials 
P (11 t+l,*=*r P:yl, and a conjunction @‘,‘:I. 
If all F$’ - P i$, I 5 r, J’ < k, are linearly dependent on PI, . . . , Pi, we put 
P *- r+1*- Pi','1 and Q)i+l I=@ 
If not, we choose any FL\‘, I d r, j < k, 
on PI,..., Pi as the (j + l)st pivot of t 
algorithm by one step. 
We put 




such that F$' . Pi$ is linearly independent 
ie Gauss-algorithm and continue the Gauss- 
A F ( i) kr+l =o. 
k -j 
F’l’.P’l’ 
LI , + I..... FL; ‘. Plll I+ I 
lin. dep. on PI ,..., P, 
In the case i = 4, we put 
Since any polynomial linearly dependent on PI, . . . , P, vanishes on {PI = 
0 9 ’ . . , Pi = 0), the reader easily verifies: 
(i) ForxE:&” withPI(x)=O,..., Pi-1(X)=O,Pi(X)#O, kf(x):=(Fk[(x)) iS SOlV- 
able iff x is in the set Di defined by @i in k”. 
(ii) Forx&” withPl(x)=O,..., P, -1(x) = 0, M(x) is solvable iff x ED,. 
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Hence, by (i) and (ii) 
D := {x E Rn> M(X) is solvable} = U Di l 
I- i-- s 
LetGl,..., G, b&the polynomials appearing in @I, . . . ,4&. By Remark 6 and 
(10) we have ~(G&c(n + l)‘q3~(M), 1 pi W, whence (25). Furthermore, by 
Remark 6 and (13), G1, . . . , G, can be computed in s~(@M))~~(“+~’ steps on a 
Turing-Machine. 
For the enumerating of @, . . . , QzS we have to Lt.. ‘3% -k additionally linear indepen- 
dency over K of some of the G1, . . . , G,. 
By comparison of coefficients, this check can be reduced to test solvability of 
some inhomogeneous linear equation systems over R. By Corollary 5 this can be 
done in (KY :2(~a(M))C2”“~C”2 steps on a Turing-Machine. 
So, computing G1,. . . , G, and constructing @I,. . . , @, together costs 
(rs)*(qa(~))“‘~l +‘I2 Turing-Machine steps. -. (27) 
Furthermore, we have 
t 5 c4rq2s. (28) 
The crucial point in the proof is the estimation of s. the number of steps of the 
algorithm, 
Note that PI, . . . , ps I are linearly independent polynomials from K[Xl , . . . , X,,] 
ail of degree < q*a(M). Hence s G (,&r(M))” + 1. 
Together with (27) and (28) this gives (24) and (26). !I 
We shall apply Lemma 9 only to algebraically closed fields R. 
Proposition 7. Let R be one of the rings E, &, . . . , Z,, . . . , inhere p is (1r1y prince 
number, X1 r . . . , X,, indeterminates over R, F1, . . . , F\ E R [Xl , . . S , X,,] with u = 
v -I- i- s u(Fi)q A an algebraically closed field containing R, and 0 6 m d II. 
Then then* exist t F-: c?“““~“‘+” polynomials G1 , . . . , G, E R[XI , . . . , X,, ,,,I with 
rrtG, i -~clr 
2‘ 9PI IC?g’l,, * I ! 
, 1 S i s t, swh that 
D z {_y E /” “I ; 3x ’ E R”‘, F, (s, s ’ ) = 0, . . . , F, ( Y, .I- ’ ) = 0, 
F, + ,(A-, A-‘) f 0, . . . , F,(s, A-‘) f 0) 
is defincrhle by a quan@er frw forrmr/a P which is hilt up by the prime fbrmulas 
G 1 -= 0, . . , , G, = 0. 
There is a Turing-Machine which computes G1, . . . , G, and constrrtcts P in 
2s tn ICq2l.l + I I 
‘-CT steps. 
Proof. We consider E := k” “n -4. 
Let T’ be a new indeterminate and X’ := (X,, ,,l + 1, . . . , A’,, ). 
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Then 
E = {x E Ig”-“; Fl(X, X’) , . . . , Fr(x, X’), 1 - T . E+:(x, X’) . . . . l FJx, X’) 
have no common zero in Rm+‘}. 
By Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz and Lemma 8 Fl(x, X’), . . . , &(x, X’), l- 
T l F,,&, X’) 8 . . . l FJx, X’) have no common zero iff there exist I&(X’, T), . . . , 
I&(X’, T), H(X”, T) E R[X’, T] with 
deg HI ,...,degH,,degH~(c(r)~“+’ 
such that 
1 = .!V,(X’, T) - Fl(x, X’) + l l . + HJX’, T) . F,(x, X’) 
+ H(X’, T)(l - T l F,+,(x, X’) - . . . l F’q(x, X’)). 
By comparing coefficients, the problem to decide whether such HI, . . . , H,, H exist, 
can be reduced to decide the solvability of some (c(J)~(~+~~‘~~‘~+*‘x 
(W 
3~m+l)lOu~m+l~ 
-system of inhomogeneous linear equations M(x ) := (F’kl (x )), where 
the Fkl E RIXI, . . . , X,_,] are the coefficients of Fl , . . . , F, and l- 
T l F,,l . . . . l F,. (F1 , . . . , F, and 1 - T l Fr+ i l . . . l F, are considered as poly- 
nomials in X’ and T.) So we have E = {x E 4’” -” ; M(x) is solvable}. 
Applying the algorithm of Lemma 9 to M := (&j we obtain polynomials 
G I,*~.,G,ER[XI, . . . , X,-m] and conjunctions @I, . . . , as built up from 
Gl,. . . , G, such that E is a union of the subsets of R”-” defined by @I,. . . , c&. 
Thus D as the complement of E in R”-” is defined by V := l@, A - l l I\ -+P,. 
The time and length bounds stated in Proposition 7 follow from the bounds in 
Lemma 9. El 
Theorem 6. Let R be one of the rings 2,212, . . . , E,, . . . , where p is any prime 
number. Let R be an algebraically closed field containing R. Furthermore let 
(Q,, -m+lXa-m+l) l l l (QnXnW(X19 . . . , Xn) be a first order formula in the language 
(091, +, l 9 = ) with quantifiers Q,, _ ,,, + 1, . . . , Qn and with @(Xl, . . . , Xn ) quantifier- 
free. Let @(Xl,. . . , Xn ) be built up by prime formulas of the form F1 = 0, . l l , F, = 0, 
F1,. . . ,F,eR[Xl, l l l ,X,,], and leto:=C,,,,-,o(F):). 
Then a quantifier-free formula !P(X1, . . . , Xn _ ,,,) can be constructed in time s 
Zclnln t I bbgi,l+ 1 I
t.T SUCh that (Qn--m+lXn -m+l) l l l (QnXn)@(X,, l l l ,Xn) and 
wx, 9 l . . , X;‘, ,,,) are equivalent, i.e. define the same subset of k”--“~ 
Proof. We use standard techniques of quantifier elimination proofs. By Propositions 
6 and ‘7 we get the bounds stated in Theorem 6. 
As an illustration how these propositions come in, we consider the formula 
(Qn&NW&, . . . , Xn) and eliminate (QnXn). We assume Q, to be the universal 
quantifier W. (The case that Q,, is the existential quantifier 3 can be treated 
analogously.) 
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First we substitute (WX,) in (VX$D(XI , . . . , Xn) by 1(3X, ) 1. By Proposition 
6 we find conjunctions Fil = 0 A l * l A Fi, = 0 A Fi,+, # 0 A l l * A Fi, Z 0 such that T@ 
is equivalent o the disjunction of them. 
Then we substitute (3X,, ) 1 @(XI , . . . , X,,) by the disjunction of the formulas 
(3X,)&,(X* ,..., X,,)=OA* l l A&(Xt,...,X,)=O 
A-~~,,,(XI,...,X~)#OA**‘~F~~(X~,...,X”)~O 
and eliminate in each of these formulas (3X,) by means of Proposition 7. In this 
way we get polynomials G1, . . . , G, E AIX1, . . . , Xn -11 such that (3X,) 1 
@(Xl 9 . . . , X,,) is equivalent o some Boolean combination p of G1 = 0, . . . , G, = 0. 
once more, by Proposition 6, l?& which is equivalent o (VX,)@(Xl , . . . , Xn ), 
can be written as some disjunction of expressions defining G1, . . . , C&cells. 0 
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